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Choosing the 
Right Church

Ephesians 2:19-22
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Introduction

• What do people look for when choosing 
a church?

– Friendly reception?

–Programs for children?

–Music in worship?

– Sermons?

– Local preacher?

The Evangelical Leaders Survey, http://nae.net/what-people-look-for-in-churches/
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Introduction

• To find the right “church,” you need to 
look beyond the local congregation to 
the religious teachings or its foundation.

• In this lesson we will look at four 
considerations in choosing the right 
church.
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Has the Right Builder

• Jesus said, “And I also say to you that 
you are Peter, and on this rock I will 
build My church, and the gates of Hades 
shall not prevail against it.”  Matt 16:18

• Many churches today trace their origins 
to some man or some division.  

• Seek a church who claims Jesus as it’s 
builder.
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Has the Right Structure

• Not a physical building.

• It is a spiritual building.

–Composed of Christians  

• Growing into a holy temple.  Eph 2:19-22

• Part of one body.  Eph 4:1-6, 16

• Living stones built up a spiritual house.             
1 Pet 2:4-10

• God’s building.  1 Cor 3:9, 16-17
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Has the Proper Cornerstone

• Jesus Christ is the cornerstone.

– “a stone that forms the base of a corner of a 
building, joining two walls”

–Prophesied.  Isa 28:16-17

–Rejected by the Jews.  Matt 21:42

– Is the cornerstone.  Acts 4:11; Eph 2:20

–A stumbling stone.  1 Pet 2:6-7
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Has the Proper Foundation

• The teachings of the apostles and 
prophets. 

–Revealed the mystery of Christ, the 
foundation of the church. Eph 3:1-6;                
cf. 1 Cor 3:11

– Jesus sent the Spirit to help the apostles 
and prophets establish the foundation of 
the church.  John 14:26; 16:7-15
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Conclusion

• The proper church has:

–Builder – Jesus Christ.

– Structure – Composed of Christians

–Cornerstone – Jesus Christ

– Foundation – Teachings of Jesus Christ, 
apostles, & prophets 
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Conclusion

• If a church has:

–Man as it’s builder or originator,

–A structure other than obedient Christians 
(cf. Matt 7:21),

–A cornerstone and foundation established 
in man’s teachings and doctrine,

–Then the church is not the proper church. 
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